Research Round-up

October 2020 - December 2020

Faculty News

Honours and Awards


**Andrew Hayes** made the Web of Science list of highly cited researchers in the world for 2020 in Psychiatry and Psychology, as demonstrated by the production of multiple highly cited papers that rank in the top 1% by citations for field and year.

**Jess Chua** made the Web of Science list of highly cited researchers in the world for 2020 in Economics and Business, as demonstrated by the production of multiple highly cited papers that rank in the top 1% by citations for field and year.

**Larry Wood** received the Donald J. Johnston Lifetime Achievement Award in Financial Planning from FP Canada. He is only the ninth person to receive this award, which recognizes an individual who has demonstrated a lifetime of contribution to and a lasting positive impact on the financial planning profession. See story.

A copy can be downloaded from our website: [http://haskayne.ucalgary.ca/research/activities/research-roundup](http://haskayne.ucalgary.ca/research/activities/research-roundup)

Submit contributions to fwilkins@ucalgary.ca
### Appointments

**Alfred Lehar** and **Yrjo Koskinen** were appointed as co-presidents of the Northern Finance Association (NFA) for a 12-month term. Previously they were co-chairs for the NFA 2020 conference. Yrjo has been a NFA board member since September 2018 and Alfred since September 2019. Board members serve for a three-year term.

**Anup Srivastava** was appointed as Deputy Editor-in-Chief of *Management and Business Review*.

**Anup** was also appointed as to the Academic Advisory Committee of the Accounting Standards Board of Canada.

**Duy Dao** was appointed as associate editor of *Information Technology and Management*.

**Hooman Hidaji** was appointed as associate editor of *Information Technology and Management*.

**Luminita Enache** was invited to serve as the 2021 Scientific Committee Member for the Canadian Accounting Association Annual Meeting.

**Luminita** was also invited to serve as the 2021 Scientific Committee Member for the 2021 European Accounting Annual Congress.

**Nick Turner** joined the editorial board of *Group & Organization Management*. Nick also re-joined the editorial board of *Human Relations*, after completing three-year term as Editor-in-Chief.
Sandy Hershcovis was appointed as a Fellow in the Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology (SIOP), in recognition of her outstanding accomplishments in the profession of I/O Psychology. Fellowship is awarded to only a few members who have made significant contributions to the field.

Yrjo Koskinen was appointed as a research member of the European Corporate Governance Institute (ECGI). ECGI is based in Brussels, Belgium, and is an international scientific non-profit association providing a forum for debate and dialogue between academics, legislators and practitioners, focusing on major corporate governance issues. Yrjo is the second Canadian-based research member at ECGI.

Retirements

Rob Malach, Senior Instructor retired on Dec. 31, 2020 after 11 years at the Haskayne School, teaching and researching in business law.

Research Funding

External Funding

Nick Turner, PI, with Steve Granger, Sean Tucker (University of Regina) and Connie Deng
WorkplaceNL Research Initiatives Program
“Work Injuries and Mental Health”
$9,077.64

Internal Funding

Naor Cohen, PI
CCAL Leadership Research Grant
“Literary imagination and Leadership: Lessons from the classroom”
$5,75
Research Publications

**Eyes High Journal Articles**

**Eyes High Star Journal Articles**


Eyes High Journal Articles


Peer-reviewed Articles

Accounting


Business Technology Management


Entrepreneurship and Innovation


Finance


Operations and Supply Chain Management


Organizational Behaviour and Human Resources and CCAL


Risk Management and Insurance


Strategy and Global Management


Tourism


Editorials and Other Articles


**Verbeke A.** (2021, Feb.) The JIBS 2020 Decade Award: Unraveling the effects of cultural diversity in teams: A meta-analysis of research on multicultural groups. *Journal of International Business Studies, 52*(1), 1–3. doi: [10.1057/s41267-020-00376-0](https://doi.org/10.1057/s41267-020-00376-0) (Eyes High Star, FT50, AJG 4*, HSB A)

Online Practitioner Articles


Books


Book Chapters


Business Cases


Professional Articles


Conference Activity

Conference Presentations


Conference Proceedings


Presentations

**Justin Weinhardt** and Roger Martin (Emeritus Professor, Rotman) presented a webinar, “Integrative Thinking in Business,” as part of the Pluralism and Global Citizenship series, on Nov. 10, 2020. PhD student Ivy Mai participated as student guest, and Deborah Yedlin and Dr. Aleem Bharwani were moderators.


**Luminita Enache** moderated the Accounting Research Design project presentation of Joshua Ronen (NYU) and Amedeo Pugliese (Padua, Italy; Pompeu Fabra, Spain), “Do Financial Statements Inform of Banks’ Resilience? Evidence from the EBA Stress Test,” on Nov. 12, 2020.

**Enache L, Li L, Riedl E, Song S.** (2020, Dec.) Disclosure of Qualifying Information. Presented at
- St. Mary's University (online research seminar), Dec. 10, 2020.
- University of Leeds, UK (online research seminar), Dec. 2, 2020.

Shiva Rajgopal (Columbia), **Anup Srivastava**, and **Rong Zhao** presented their research “Do Digital Technology Firm Earn Excess Profits” at the Accounting Design Project, Columbia Business School, on November 5, 2020.
**In the Media**

**Allen Ponak** is interviewed in the article, “Postal worker loses battle to wear engagement ring on the job,” by Liz Braun, DHT, Nov. 16, 2020.


**Anup Srivastava** was interviewed by Korean TV (Arirang) about the Korean Air megamerger with Asiana Airlines in the segment, “Is Korean Air turning into a monopoly?” Nov. 24, 2020. See video.


Baruch Lev and **Anup Srivastava**’s research is cited in the article, “Book Value Is an Incomplete Measure of Firm Size,” by Brent Leadbetter, Feifei Li, and Juhani Linaainmaa, Research Affiliates, Sept. 2020.

**Ari Pandes** is interviewed in the article, “Wilks Brothers running out of appeals to push its Calfrac offer as most acrimonious M&A fight in the oilpatch this year draws to a close,” by Geoffrey Morgan, The Sault Star, Dec. 4, 2020.


Chad Saunders is interviewed in the article and podcast, “The right to repair the stuff you buy and why some companies prefer don't-it-yourself to DIY,” by Falice Chin, Nov. 11, 2020.


Keenan TP, Murch R. (2020, Dec. 8). Warning: There are Whole Countries Out to Get You! CIO Association of Canada.

Keenan TP, Murch R. (2020, Dec. 23). If they can hack the Pentagon, ...? CIO Association of Canada.
Barrie Nault's research is featured in the article, “Personalized service helps sweeten disclosure decision,” by Doug Ferguson, UToday, Jan. 25, 2021.


Mohammad Keyhani’s research is featured in the article, “Modest crowdfunding goals seen as ticket for Canadian theatre productions,” by Doug Ferguson, UToday, Dec. 2, 2020.


Robinson M. (2020, Dec. 9) Canadian startups need to focus on corporate governance to grow and thrive. The Conversation.

Graduate Student News

Appointments

Karl Schwonik was recently selected as a mentor for the Global Community Challenge YYC that UofC is organizing with local non-profits and students from across the country. https://www.ucalgary.ca/international/study-abroad/global-community-challenge-yyc

Karl was also asked to be a part of the national Advisory Council for Access Ability: Supporting Employers in Hiring & Advancing Workers with Disabilities organized by the Public Policy Forum in partnership with the Government of Canada.

Steve Granger was appointed to the editorial board of Human Relations.

In the Media

The Kolabtree Freelance Scientists Survey 2020, done in collaboration with Brianna Caza (U Manitoba and UNC-Greensboro), Erin Reid (McMaster U), Sue Ashford (U Michigan) and Steve Granger, is featured in a Kolabtree Blog by Ramya Sriram, Aug. 19, 2020. This survey has also been featured by several other media outlets: TecHR Series, GIG Headlines, dbusiness, Med-Tech Innovation News, Medical Plastics News, and Startup Savant, for example.

**DBA Student News**

**Field of Study Written Exam**

**Jake Jennings** successfully passed his written Field of Study exam on October 27, 2020. Jake’s research addresses how the Calgary Zone primary health care response to the COVID-19 pandemic can inform approaches to innovation and change in health care. Jake is supervised by Jaana Woiceshyn.

**Jordan Hahn** successfully passed his written Field of Study exam on September 23, 2020. Mark’s research focuses on commercial excellence – strategic orientation, pricing practices, and customer co-creation of value, using the hospitality industry as an example case of a B2B2C environment. Mark is supervised by Scott Radford.

**Mark Ward** successfully passed his written Field of Study exam on September 22, 2020. Mark is an organizational designer who integrates clients and employees into the innovative equation to mitigate the risk of organizational obsolescence. Mark is supervised by Oleksiy Osiyevskyy.

**Philip Davidson** successfully passed his written Field of Study exam on September 15, 2020. Phil’s research interest is how business innovation plays a role in addressing major SDG goals such as poverty reduction, with a focus on local solutions. Phil is supervised by Bob Hinings.

**Riley Taggart** successfully passed his written Field of Study exam on October 19, 2020. Riley's research focuses on behavioural finance and investor sentiment within the North American energy market. Riley is supervised by Giovani da Silveira.

**Robert Andrews** successfully passed his written Field of Study exam on October 27, 2020. Robert's research interests are understanding the efficacy of managerial innovation within First Nations and Indigenous organizations’ social, political and cultural contexts. Robert is supervised by Peter Sherer.

**Shawn Peet** successfully passed his written Field of Study exam on November 12, 2020. Shawn's research addresses organizational change with a focus on persistence of business practices and resistance to change. Shawn is supervised by Jaana Woiceshyn.
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